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Mossberg® Announces 590® Pump-Action Shotgun Line Additions 

NORTH HAVEN, CT – O.F. Mossberg & Sons, Inc., a leading American firearms manufacturer, is announcing 

additions to its 590 Pump-Action product line.  Additions include expanded capacities (6, 7 and 9-shot); flexibility 

of stock and pistol grip interchangeability; and the addition of 20 gauge and 410 bore chamberings in the 590 

line-up, joining the venerable 12 gauge. 

590 Tactical shotguns are based upon Mossberg’s proven 500 pump-action platform and include non-binding 

twin action bars; positive steel-to-steel lock-up and anti-jam elevator; dual extractors; drilled and tapped 

receivers; cylinder bores; and universally-recognized, ambidextrous top-mounted safety. Enhancing the 

decades-proven 500 platform is a convenient clean-out magazine tube with cap for ease of maintenance on all 

590 shotguns. 

Available models in the 590 Series include the 590 Persuader (full-length stock); 590 Cruiser® (pistol-grip stock); 

590 Persuader/Cruiser Kits; 590 Chainsaw with tri-rail forend; and 590 FLEX™/Cruiser Kits. Select models 

are available in 20 gauge, 410 bore and with Compact stocks (shorter length-of-pull). Optional sight systems 

include white dot, Ghost Ring, bead; and rail-mounted Ghost Ring rear sight combined with a fiber optic front 

sight. Barrel lengths include standard 18.5-inch and 20-inch; 18.5-inch standoff barrels; and 20-inch barrels with 

optional heat shields. In total, ten new upgraded or converted 590 pump-actions. Capacities vary, based on the 

individual model, but include 6-shot, 7-shot and 9-shot versions. 

Versatility is at the heart of the 590 platform and the models featuring Mossberg’s patented FLEX System Stock 

redefine the ability to custom fit or adapt your shotgun. With its system of quick-change connectors and ease of 

no tools required, you change out your stock components. Your 590 can convert from a close-quarters, pistol 

grip platform to a versatile 6-position adjustable stocked-gun in seconds. Additional customization to the length-

of-pull can be facilitated by interchangeable, accessory recoil pads; available in a variety of thicknesses (recoil 

pads sold separately). 

With years of military service and law enforcement duty, there is no surprise that the 590 pump-action shotgun 

is the ideal choice for your home and personal defense needs. For a complete list of available 590 shotguns, 

please visit www.mossberg.com. 

About O.F. Mossberg & Sons, Inc. 

Founded in 1919, O.F. Mossberg & Sons, Inc., is the oldest family-owned firearms manufacturer in America, and 

is the largest pump-action shotgun manufacturer in the world. Celebrating 100 years of innovation, Mossberg 

leads the industry with over 100 design and utility patents to its credit and stands as the first ISO 9001 Certified 

long-gun manufacturer. Complete information on commercial, special purpose, law enforcement and military 

shotguns, rifles, handguns and accessories are available at mossberg.com or by calling 1-800-363-3555. 

Mossberg can also be found on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube. 
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